Wubble™ Bubble Balls are amazing,
but they are

NOT INDESTRUCTIBLE!

FILLING TRICK: It’s important to follow the instructions for using the nozzle
and nozzle adapter. Your Wubble’s ﬁlling hole is tiny, so it seals itself.
IF you have trouble getting the adapter and nozzle into the valve while following
the directions exactly, ADD A DROP of cooking oil (olive, corn... anything natural)
to the opening in the valve. This will let the adapter slide into the valve easier,
and make it easier for you to pass the nozzle into the valve for inﬂation.
You can really do everything you may have seen on our commercial with your Wubble,
BUT, to get the longest life out of your Wubble ball, please keep these things in mind:
If you take care of your Wubble, it will last a really long time
BUT if you play with it like crazy, you can damage it!
Sharp objects like tree branches and rough surfaces like gravel
CAN pop or damage your Wubble!
IF you can’t help but play rough with your Wubble, DO NOT inﬂate it past 30 inches.
The smaller a Wubble ball is, the stronger it is.
Don't leave your Wubble outside in direct sunlight on hot days for long time.
Wubble balls are soft and strong sunlight can make it really hot, which can make it fragile.
If you're not playing with your Wubble, keep it somewhere safe, preferably inside.
If you get a small hole in your Wubble, you can seal it temporarily with a
small piece of duct tape or any other strong tape.

If (OH NO!) you do pop it, we have a replacement guarantee.
You can send us back the valve portion only in the envelope provided,
along with the check for $6.99 or go to our website and complete the
warranty return form and pay with a credit card and we’ll get you out
a replacement right away!

For cool videos of how to use your Wubble, how to properly inﬂate it and other cool stuff,
go to our YouTube channel by searching Wubble Bubble Ball on YouTube !

HAVE FUN!! We hope you love your Wubble bubble ball as much as we do!

